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Psalms in the Book ofthe Twelve: 
How Misplaced Are They? 
Erhard S. Gerstenherger 
I. Paradigm Switches within the Study ofthe Hebrew Scriptures 
Like other layers of the Old Testament tradition, the prophetic writings in 
the Hebrew Scriptures are undergoing new investigations because the mod-
ern exegete's style of living, thinking, and questioning has dramatically 
changed over the past decades. 1 Alterations in the reader's perspective and 
living conditions, according to any self-critical hermeneutical theory, neces-
sarily result in fresh reconstructions of our own concepts of past history and 
theology. The Hebrew canon of three "!arge" and twelve "minor" prophets, 
being an important part of the TaNaK (Torah; Nebiim; Ketubim) conse-
quently needs to be scrutinized almost from scratch in regard to composi-
tion, form- and tradition history, the profile of possible authors and trans-
mitters, possible life-situations, and many other points of view. The results 
of such endeavors are amazing. They confront us with unfamiliar visions of 
the growth and use of prophetic Iiterature within the social texture of ex-
ilic/post-exilic communities in Judah and perhaps other regions. They also 
reveal a characteristic remolding of prophetic images by later tradition, a re-
sult that calls into question our traditional concepts of"classical prophecy." 
Il. Liturgical Genres within the Prophetie Corpus 
As a case in point we focus on the abundance of liturgical genres within the 
prophetic writings. It seems strange, indeed, that most of the fifteen pro-
phetic books in the Hebrew Bible contain examples of what we may call 
psalmic genres, be they more on the side of purely "liturgical" and "hym-
nk" or eise of "homiletical"2 categories of text. Setting aside the latter for 
To cite but one effort of a fundamental reevaluation of the prophets and prophecy: 
Ferdinand E. Deist, "The Prophets: Are We Heading for a Paradigm Switch?" BZA W 
185 (1989) 1- 18. 
Note this truly Protestant distinction between altar and pulpit, so to speak, or between 
fixed agendaric and more spontaneous parts of worship. Some scholars have already 
investigated prophetic texts under liturgical and homiletical perspectives; cf. Eberhard 
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the time being, we notice a wealth of passages which seem to belong to 
worship agendas, both in the form of unilateral prayers (i . e. prayers ori-
ented from people to God) and of hymns sung in praise of Yahweh, both 
polyphonic and antiphonic (in a strictly "liturgical" shape), as a proclama-
tion to and response of the community at hand. Thus we find almost full-
scale communal complaints in Jer 14:2-14; Isa 63,7- 64: 10; Joel I - 2, 
while e.g. Hos 6:1-3; 14:3-4 apparently are fragments of moreextensive 
collective prayers. The so-called "individual complaints" are at least mir-
rared in the "Confessions of Jeremiah" (Jer 11:18-22; 12:1-6: 15:10-2 1; 
17: 12-18; 18: 18-23; 20:7-18). A full individual thanksgiving song is placed 
into narrative contexts (Isa 38; Jon 2), while a communal variety comes up 
in the "Isaiah Apocalypse" (lsa 26: 1-6). Regular hymns or passages remi-
niscent of praise show up here and there, sometimes marking the end of 
collected sayings (cf. Isa 42:10-12; Hab 3; Zeph 3:14-20).3 All in all, this 
phenomenon calls for fresh attention and explanation: Have these psalmic 
elements been placed in the context of prophetic utterances and discourses 
by mistake? Or imagining the opposite extreme: do the Iiturgical compo-
nents constitute the original matrix of communal interaction out of which 
have grown prophetic sayings and speeches? 
111. History of the Research on 
Liturgical Components in Prophetie Corpora 
The question just posed runs counter, of course, to everything we had been 
led to believe about prophets and prophetic utterances in biblical contexts. 
In contrast with anonymous, liturgical beginnings, we traditionally prefer a 
different anchoring of prophetic speech. One of the finn ly entrenched and 
most influential views of prophetic activity through the 19th and 20th centu-
ries has been that of personal identity and authorship of each individual 
messenger of God. Bernhard Duhrn, for example, based his interpretation of 
von Waldow, "Anlaß und Hintergrund der Verkündigung des Deuterojesja," (Ph. D. 
diss., Bon.n 1953); Emest W. Nicholson, Preaching to the Exiles (Oxford : Blackwells, 
1970); Henning Graf Reventlow, Liturg ie und prophetisches Ich bei Jeremia (GUters-
loh: Gerd Mohn, 1963); Wi lliam H. Bellinger, Psalmody and Prophecy (JSOTSup 27 ; 
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984). Also, Erhard S. Gerstenberger, "Höre, mein Volk, laß 
mich reden! (Ps 50,7)," BK 56 (200 1) 2 1- 25. 
Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich (Einleitung in die Psalmen [Göttingen: Van-
denhoeck, !933], 32-33) Iist a whole sequence of mostly brief prophetical passages 
classified as "hymns": lsa 6:3 ; 12:1-2, 3-6; 25: !, 5, 9; 30:18d; 40: 12-17, 22-24, 26, 28-
29; 4!:13 ; 42:5, 10-! 2; 43 :! , !4, 15, 16- !7; 44:2, 6, 23 , 24-28 ; 45:6-7, II , 15, 18; 
46:!0-11 ; 47:4; 48: 12, !7, 20; 49:5, 7, !3 ; 51:15, 22; 52:9- 10; 57:!5 ; 61 :10-11 ; 63:7; 
Jer 2:6 ; 5:22, 24; 10:6-7, 10, 12-16; 31:7, 35; 33:2; 51:10, 15-1 6; Joel 2:21 , 23 ; Amos 
4:13 ; 5:8; 9:5-6; Nah I; Hab 1:12-13 ; 3: 18-19; Zeph 3: 14-15 ; Sach 2: 14; 9:9; 12:1. 
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prophetic writings exclusively on the authenticity of prophetic personality.4 
His Iead has been followed by many Old Testament scholars. The historical 
figures named in superscriptions of prophetic books (and sometimes no-
where eise!) were widely considered the authors of at least a nucleus of the 
respective writings. Disciples may have functioned as secretaries to these 
"men of God," but alllater additions to their authentic "minutes" of divinely 
inspired kerygma were regarded as inferior or worthless, because they could 
not possibly match the genius of the prophetic mind and spirit, surpassing, 
as it were, by far the normal frame of contemporary conscience, experience 
and ethical standards. 
This traditional , personalistic view by and !arge has been replaced by 
subsequent research with its changing hermeneutical parameters. One im-
portant moment in the shift certainly was the discovery of form criticism by 
Hermann Gunkel and Sigmund Mowinckel. The authors of biblical texts, 
especially of individual psalms, recede into the background. Instead, com-
municative situations are credited with the production of texts serving col-
Jective, i.e. communal, ends. Mowinckel in particular emphasized the thor-
oughly cultic character of the psalms. To his mind, temple servants and cul-
tic singers composed the !arger part of the psalms in the service of the tem-
ple community, and for collective use in worship. 5 
A second impetus for changing the traditional paradigm came from tra-
dition-historical studies which reevaluated the formative forces shaping and 
inventing the inherited texts, be they orally transmitted or handed down in 
written form. Many exegetes today agree that considerably !arge parts of 
prophetic books have been molded (composed and_formulated) by trans-
mitters and scribes in a long process of scriptural development. By the same 
token scholars today recognize that the image of prophets and prophecl has 
been at least partially if not completely formed by later interpretation. Set-
Cf. Bernhard Duhm, Die Theologie der Propheten als Grundlage für die innere 
Entwicklungsgeschichte der israelitischen Religion (Bonn: Marcus 1875); idem, Is-
raels Propheten (2"d ed.; TUbingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1922). 
Cf. Sigmund Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien 111: Kultprophetie und prophetische Psal-
men (Oslo: Kristiania, 1923; repr. , Amsterdam: Schippers, 1961 ). He believed that the 
Prophets were cultic functionaries, yet theoretically free to comrnunicate the word of 
God to the congregation using the ftrst person of the deity. 
To give but a few exarnples: Joseph Blenkinsopp freely adrnits the creative role of tra-
dition in forrning the biblical concepts of prophecy, e.g.: " lt will now be apparent that 
those who edited and Iransmitted the book of Jeremiah over a period of several centu-
ries, have been at pains to present hirn as fulfilling the paradigm of the prophetic role 
in Israel." !dem, A History of Prophecy in Israel (2"d ed.; Louisville: Wesiminster John 
Knox, 1996), 135; cf. my own epilogue ("Ausblick"] totheGerman translation entitled 
Geschichte der Prophetie in Israel (Stuttgart: Kohlhamrner, 1998), 266-289. The re-
search done by scholars like A. Graeme Auld, Robert P. Carroll, David L. Petersen, 
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ting aside, therefore, the idea of personal authorship of prophetic sayings, 
discourses, narratives-which certainly has had and further has its merits at 
some point - more and more interpreters are discovering the real depth di-
mensions ofthe prophetic traditions and the changes which went on through 
the centuries of Israelite and Judean rustory. Other paran1eters arealso nec-
essary in tracing trus development. The growth of prophetic books and the 
understanding of their remote, "classical" eponyms cannot be pictured in 
terms of biograprucal, personalistic, rustorical factors, but has to be grasped 
within the whole context of group processes affecting the community of be-
lievers and worshippers that treasured and modulated that sacred heritage. 7 
Taking into account, furthermore, anthropological and sociological re-
search on prophetic phenomena around the world, considering in this light 
more intensively and less dogmatically biblical evidence itself, we may 
conclude, that the agents of later communal organization were indeed para-
mount in forming the prophetic messages as weil as the concepts of proph-
ecy in general, as they now are extant in the Scriptures. This means that it 
has been principally the needs, aspirations, sufferings of the early Jewish 
community that have brought forth the prophetic books, using, as it were, 
rather faint memories of "classical" prophecy in Israel. Further, very few, if 
any, "authentic" words coming from the gth and ih centuries B.C.E. have 
been preserved. 
IV. Psalms in the Twelve 
Applying these new visions of prophecy to the Book of the Twelve and 
seeking psalm-like materials within the relevant writings, we will venture a 
rough purview and evaluation of the 82 printed pages in the Hebrew Bible 
according to Rudolf Kittel 's edition, as weil as the 96 pages of the Biblia 
Hebraica Stuttgartensia, provided by Kar! Eiliger. There is no claim, how-
ever, of being exhaustive at this time. 
A. Psalms with an Opening Formula 
From the outset it is clear that psalmic passages in the Book of the Twelve 
do belong to different genres, and they have been placed - if that is what 
happened to them - into their context in various ways. Some of them are 
Ernest W. Nicholson, Robert R. Wilson, Ehud Ben Zvi, Bernhard Lang, Karl Friedrich 
Pohlmann and many others has paved the way for this kind ofreassessment. 
The Iiterature in regard to biblical prophecy is too extensive to be recited at this point, 
cf. instead John H. Hayes, "Prophecy and Prophets, Hebrew Bible," DBI 2:31 0-317 ; 
Klaus Koch, "Propheten I Prophetie II. In Israel und seiner Umwelt," TRE 27, 477 -
499. 
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highlighted by some kind of operring fonnula. Jonah 2:2 (RSV v. 1), on ac-
count of its context, is a narrative introduction: "Then Jonah prayed to 
Yahweh, his God, from the belly ofthe fish." It is followed by the formulaic 
expression "he said" ( cf. lsa 38:9 ["I said"]; 1 Sam 2: I; Exod 15:1; Judg 5:1 
etc.). Clearly, this is a case of inserting a narrative (oral or written, literary) 
psalm,8 a thanksgiving song, to serve the plot of the story. Regardless of 
whether there are any liturgical implications in the position of such psalms, 
each inset text is entirely dependent on the use of the surrounding narrative. 
There are, in any case, no hints of the participation of worshippers intoning 
a song like tills. The book of Jonah is the only true narrative text among the 
Twelve. Hence, it may be worthwhile to investigate more fully the rationale 
of its being there in the midst of so much prophetic proclaiming and 
preaching. 
A second, and quite different, example of formal citation of a psalm is 
offered by Hab 3:1: "A prayer (i1 ?:m) of the prophet Habakkuk according 
to sigyonot (rm• JtD)." This phrase is strongly remiruscent of redactiona1 su-
perscriptions, attributing a poem to some traditional singer, like Asaph, 
Korah, or David. In this case Habak.kuk the nabi' is named the author or 
perfonner of the psalm, two details unknown in the Psalter.9 The tenn 
mntv, on the other hand, appears in a similar fonn in the headline of 
Psalm 7 (in? J'JtD), while the designation "prayer" is part of five psal-
mic superscriptions (Pss 17; 86; 90; 1 02; 142). Furthennore, psalmic anno-
tations do conclude the Habakuk text. The last two words are n~JrJ? 
'1J' JJJ ("To the Ieader, with my stringed instrun1ents"; cf. Pss 4:1; 6:1; 
54:1; 55:1; 61:1; 67:1; 76,1). Thus, the psalm in Habakkuk is framed by 
elements which we know from superscriptions to Psalms. But how do we 
interpret this fact? Apart from the basic issue of how the superscriptions in 
the psalms may have worked, we ask: have parts of prophetic books been 
used in worship contexts, have they acquired a lirirrgical frame and then 
been inserted again into the original collection of prophetic sayings? Or has 
the psalm Habakkuk 3, a kind of theophanic victory song, attracted the dis-
courses ofHabakkuk 1- 2? 
From the beginning the liturgical frame featured an author's name, even 
specifying that the poet was a "prophet." So the psalm may have provided 
the prophetic identity for the whole book. Be it as it may, modern interpre-
Cf. James W. Watts, Psalm and Story (JSOTSup 139; Sheffield: Academic Press, 
1992). 
The only occurrences of the name Habakkuk are in Hab I: I; 3: I . The designation 
nabi' appears three times in the Psalter, but never as an author: Ps 51 :2 refers to the 
prophet Nathan, and Pss 74:9; I 05:15 mention prophets of Yahweh in general. 
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tations vary greatl y. Some experts foll ow the track that later readers of the 
prophetic writings may have extracted opportune texts, i. e. psalm-like pro-
phetic sayings, from that tradition and remodeled them for use in worship 
service. 1 0 The Qurnran Psalm tradition may be cited in support of thjs the-
ory, but any relocation of the amended (liturgized!) version into the pro-
phetic book remains enigmatic. Another hypothesis full y recognizes the li-
turgical provenance of Habakkuk 3 and makes the author a cultic prophet 
firmly anchored in the temple institution.11 If the prophet really bad been a 
liturgical Ieader of a temple community, then rus message as a whole would 
have featured cultic traits and contents. For some scholars, consequently, 
the book of Habakkuk reveals a perfectly liturgical structure of prophetic 
complaint being answered by God. The text of Habakkuk itself this way be-
comes proof of the much-conjured institution of cult prophecy.12 
The crux of this theory, however, is that it has to leave behind the con-
ception of the prophets as free-lance divine messengers, so dear to the main 
stream of relevant research. If prophets are held responsible for cult liturgies 
in the prophetic writings as weil as the Psalter, they hardly can remain 
spontaneaus critics of social, political and religious conditions in Israel. 
They in fact become cult offic ials and functionaries. More serious, to my 
mind, and instrumental to that erroneous interpretation is the fact that this 
representation of prophecy (although recognizing correctl y the liturgical 
character of some texts) still clings to outmoded views of an objective, 
author-to-aud ience relationship with textual creativity belanging to the 
author-speaker alone. The creative stimulus of conm1tmal action, in trus 
case of corporate worsrup, does not enter into consideration at all. I f, on the 
contrary, scholars would admit diverse forms of free mediation between 
people and God and perhaps some institutionalized ways of communication 
with the divine, and if scholars learned to consider all systematizing con-
cepts of prophecy to belong to later periods oflsrael's spiritual history, then 
the diverse phenomena might fa ll into place. 
10 Thus, e.g. Wilhelm Rudolph, Micha, Nah um, Habakuk, Zephanja (KAT Xlll ,3 ; GUters-
loh: Gerd Mohn, 1975) 239-43. 
11 Cf. e .g. Friedrich Horst and Theodor H. Robinson, Die Zwölf kleinen Propheten (HAT 
I, 14: TUbingen: J.C. B. Mohr 1954), 183- 186; Jörg Jeremias, Kultprophetie und 
Gerichtsverkündigung (WMA NT 35, Neuk irchen-Vluyn: Neukirebener Verlag 1970), 
85-100. 
12 Bes ides Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung, 99- 100 n. II , c f. Aubrey 
R. Johnson, The Cultic Prophet and lsrael 's Psalmody (Cardi ff: Uni versity of Wales 
Press, 1979). Erhard S. Gerstenberger, " Psalm 12: Gott hilft den UnterdrUckten. Zum 
Thema Kultprophetie und sozia le Gerechtigkeit in Israel," in B. Jendorff und G. 
Schmalenberg, Anwalt des Menschen (G iessen: Fachbereich 07 der Justus Liebig Uni-
versität, 1983), 83- 104. 
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The smallest of all prophetic writings within the Twelve is Obadiah, 
comprising only 21 verses, which partly coincide with Jer 49:9, 14-16. Bib-
lical tradition does qualify these divine "threats against Edom" as typically 
prophetic utterances, namely, as a "vision" (11Tn) of the spokesman of 
Yahweh. 13 Seemingly, therefore, the genre "oracle against foreign nations" 
does not belong into the liturgical fold. Nevertheless, we may still surmise 
that such oracles have been used in worshi~ situations as a means oflsrael's 
self defense against foreign domination. 4 Furthermore, communal com-
plaints in the Psalter do incorporate threats and curses against enemy na-
tions and the oppressive rule of foreign powers ( cf. Pss 60; 83 ; 13 7). Inter-
estingly enough, all three psalms just referred to mention the neighboring 
rival Edom, besides other nationalities . We have good reason, therefore, to 
include oracles against foreign nations into the repertoire of liturgical texts. 
The little book of Obadiah, consequently, constitutes a prime example of 
agendaric material being placed between (or cutout from) Amos and Jonah, 
emphasizing salvation for Israel through destruction of Edom. Obadiah 
gained book status by a special headline, extremely short as it may be (v. 1, 
the first six Hebrew words). Nevertheless, it seems that the booklet acquired 
an important liturgical function in the context ofthe Twelve. 
B. Psalms with no Opening Formula 
There are, by contrast, psalm-like passages in the Book of the Twelve that 
stand out without being formally separated from their contexts by formulaic 
introductions or subscriptions. One example is Joel I :2 - 2:27. 15 Some 
13 
14 
IS 
"Vision" as a typical communication to messengers of Yahweh is used widely, espe-
cially in exilic/post-exilic prophetic texts; cf. Isa 1:1 ; Jer 14:14; 23:16; Ezek 7:26; 
12:22-27; Hos 12: II; Mic 3:6; Nah I: I; Hab 2:2-3, and heavily concentrated in Dan 8. 
The genre and Sitz im Leben of these particular "oracles" have not been sufficiently 
studied so far. Cf. Peter Höftken, "Untersuchungen zu den ßegrUndungselementen der 
Völkerorakel des Alten Testaments," (diss. , ßonn, 1977); ßernhard Gosse, lsaie 13,1 -
14,23 dans Ia tradition /itteraire du Iivre d'/saie et dans Ia traditiondes orac/es contre 
/es nations (OBO 78; Fribourg and Göttingen: University Press and Vandenhoeck, 
1988); Joseph ßlenkinsopp, Prophecy in Israel, 131 - 132; 175- 176 et passim. Schalars 
in generat agree on the exilic/post-exi lic dates for the inclusion of these passages into 
the corpus propheticum. 
Other divisions ofthe book are under discussion, e.g. between Joel I :2-2: 17 and 2:18 
- 4:21 (Engl. 3:21). Cf. Erich Zenger, Einleitung in das Alte Testament (Stuttgart: 
Kohlhammer, 1995), 381 - 85. More important is Zenger' s evaluation of the booklet as 
mere " literary prophecy and prophetic interpretation of prophetic writings .. . probably 
written to be placed into its present position in the ßook of the Twelve" (383). Cf. 
Jarnes D. Nogalski, Redactional Processes in the Book of the Twelve (BZA W 218; 
ßerlin: de Gruyter, 1993), 3-57. Detennining the literary origin, however, does not 
solve the question of the Sitz, because literary texts may have been used in worship. 
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scholars consider this part of the book its authentic nucleus, declaring the 
subsequent passages as later accretions. The first two chapters of Joel con-
tain elements of communal complaint 16 and responses by Yahweh. Many 
exegetes regard Joel I - 2 a full-fledged worship liturgy motivated by a lo-
cust plague or some other public calamity. 17 ln fact, most interpreters think 
of some liturgical provenance for the text. The question remains, however, 
how such a special genre could possibly enter the prophetic canon to begin 
with. According to traditional presuppositions the prophet must enter the 
temple sphere and become a cultic functionary in order to make plausible 
the existence of a whole duster of liturgical-agendaric genres in the pro-
phetic collections, presumably consisting of freely communicated messages 
of Yahweh. The opposite view may be closer to ancient Israel 's reality, but 
still misses the point by a wide margin. It claims that the prophet did not 
need to enter the cultic realm. Rather, the ideal figure of a communicator of 
Yahweh's word and will to the early Jewish congregation emerged from 
cultic practice, because that word had been synthesized right in the midst of 
the community's anxieties and hopes. 
In Joel I - 2 we have an agendaric block of material to which, in the 
course of worship, other liturgical passages (Joel 3 - 4) have been added. (A 
similar relationship seems to prevail regarding Micah 7 and the preceding 
chapters of the book). At first glance it appears as if a liturfical block has 
been placed at the end of a collection of prophetic sayings. 1 For what pur-
pose? Why would the composers of the book choose liturgical forms to 
conclude a written composition? And why, for that matter, did they occa-
sionally use prayer language when shaping the body ofthe text (cf. Mic I :8-
16; 4 :5; 5:4-5; 5:8; 6:6-8)? Would it not be more reasonable to image the 
reverse of this procedure, namely that prophetic sayings, in oral or written 
"The liturgical character of these texts indicates that the prophetic books of which they 
areapart were read as part of the temple liturgy." Cf. Marvin A. Sweeney, fsaiah 1-
39 (FOTL XVI ; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996) 17. 
16 As to the terms used here for genres - especially "complaint," " lament," "divine re-
sponse." etc., cf. Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part I (FOTL XIV; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1988) esp. 10- 14; and Psa/ms, Part /1 (FOTL XV; Grand Rapids: Eerd-
mans, 2001) 506-543 (Glossary ofgenre terms). 
17 Cf. Gösta W. Ahlström, Joe/ and the Temple Cult of Jerusa/em (VTSup 21; Leiden: 
Brill , 1971 ); Oskar Loretz, Regenritualund Jahwetag im Joelbuch (Altenberge: Ugarit 
Verlag, 1986). 
18 Ever since Hermann Gunkel ("Der Micha - Schluss", ZK 2 [ 1924] 145-178) exposed 
the liturgical character of this final chapter of Micah, scholars have speculated about 
the genre and function of these verses (Mic 7:8-20). There is a certain agreement on 
the basic forms being "agendaric," but many colleagues shun away from calling them 
" real liturgical texts." They think rather of literary imitations (cf. Rainer Kessler, 
Micha [HTKA T, Freiburg: Herder 1999], 296-312). 
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transmission, had been drawn into and molded by commtmity services of 
exi led congregations. 19 Had these Y ahwists fashioned prophetic sayings, 
just as earl y Christians incorporated and developed the words of Jesus in 
their texts? 
Another example of sorts, again slightly different from the preceding 
two, is Nah 1:1-11. Clearly, there once was an alphabetical acrostic some-
where witrun or without the book of Nah um, parts of wruch have been pre-
served in Nah 1 :2-8. lts lines successively begin, with some errors and 
omissions, with the letters Aleph to Kaph of the Hebrew alphabet. Equally 
clear is the fact that the text of an acrostic poem has been severely remod-
eled, perhaps to fit into the congregational philosophy and the liturgical 
practice of the ancient assembly. The enemies directly addressed (Nah 2 -
3) will suffer defeat from Yahweh's retaliating onslaught, and implicitly Is-
rael will be liberated from her foes. This in all likelihood is the subject of 
liturgical celebrations, and the vividness of language and metaphors con-
tributes to create this very impression.20 
C. Psalms Reacting to Prophetie Speeches 
A !arger number of psalmic passages have been tightly interwoven with the 
regular "prophetic" contexts. 21 Apparently, they react to messenger 
speeches or prophetic denunciations of Judah or Israel. A good example is 
Hos 6:1 -6. The preceding lines (Hos 5:8-14) are a terrible invective against 
the cities and tribes of northem Israel, conjuring - in military and accusa-
19 
20 
21 
Ehud Ben Zvi in his commentary Micah (FOTL XXIB; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2000 [3-11; 171-72; 181-82])) emphasizes individual and communitarian reading of 
the written text. The "bearers" of this communicative office was a "circle of literati ... 
ofhigh li teracy in their society, and who took the role ofbrokers ofthe knowledge im-
parted by the book of M icah ... " ( 181 and often). I do not see a reading culture in an-
cient Judah as early as the late Persian period. Rather, the texts in their dramatic ori-
entation, preserved in the written sources, testify to authentic liturgical proceedings. 
Michael H. Floyd (Minor Prophets [FOTL XXII ; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000], I0-
20) decidedly rejects the idea ofNahum's being "an extended eschatological hymn" or 
"a prophetic liturgy," but he faces serious difficulties in explaining the vivid direct ad-
dress discourse throughout the book as "resembling those [i.e. rhetorical conventions] 
that are home in some kind ofritual or ceremonial context ... " (12, cf. 15-18). "AI-
though the conventions of direct address used in Nahum are somewhat similar to ones 
that might also be used in a ritual setting, they neither entail ritual acts nor reflect a 
cultic tableau" (17). His solution, then, is to locate the literary prophet in groups of 
scribes and wise men who "wrote books like Nahum to be studied among themselves, 
and to be used for the instruction of public officials and others ... " ( 19). For the book 
ofHabakkuk, however, he partially admits cultic use (85 , 87; etc.). 
Cf. Aaron Schart, Die Entstehung des Zwölfprophetenbuches (BZA W 260; ßerlin: de 
Gruyter, 1998). 
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tory tenninology - an enemy invasion. The diatribe culminates in a divine 
pronouncement of destruction and deportation (I-los 5: 14b-15): 22 
I myself wi ll tear and go away; 
I will carry off, and no one sha ll rescue. 
I will retum aga in to my place 
until they acknowledge the ir guilt and seek my face. 
ln their distress they wi ll beg my favor. 
Thus the severe announcement of divine castigation ends up in giving the 
catchword for the following communal confession of guilt and dec laration 
of confidence,23 fonns weil known from collective complaints (to I-los 6:1 -6 
compare e.g. Pss 95 :6-7; 100; 1 06:6; Neh 9: 16-3 1; Ezra 9:9- 15; Dan 9:5- 16 
etc.). The communal complaint of I-los 6:1 -6, therefore, is an integral part of 
the prophetic text, and it makes the unit I-los 5:8 - 6:6 a true refl ection of 
communal worship. 
The same holds true or eise may be reasonably claimed, e.g. for Zeph 
3: 14-15;24 Hab 1:2-4, 12-14; Mic 4:1-5 (parallel to lsa 2: 1-5); 6:6-8; and 
other passages. Even dirge- like poems, e.g. in Mic I :8-16;25 Amos 5: 1-3, 
may have to be reevaluated under the hypothetical perspecti ve of being an 
authentic witness of some sort of communal or perhaps individual (i.e. 
small group26) worship. This kind of intimate relationship between psalm-
li ke passages and "prophetic" pronouncements can hardly be explained by 
any theories about cultic prophecy. Hans Walter Wolff may have come 
pretty close to the truth when summing up his observations as to the liturgi-
cal qualities ofMic 7:8-20: 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Analyt ical deta ils can be found in Hans Walter Wolff, Hosea (2"d ed .; BKAT XIV/I ; 
Neukirchen-VIuyn: Neukirebener Verlag, 1965) 13 1-1 67; Jörg Jerem ias, Der Prophe1 
Hosea (ATD 24/1; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck, 1983), 78-83. 
Wo lff (Hosea, 1.48-49) ca lls it a "song of penitence" (Busslied). 
Cf. Erhard S. Gerstenberger, " Der Hymnus der Befreiung im Zefanj abuch," in Walter 
Dietrich et. al. (eds.), Der Tag wird kommen (SBS 170; Stuttgart : Kat hol isches Bi-
be iwerk, 1996), I 02-12. 
Cf. Kess ler, Micha, 90-111. 
We should reso lute ly move away fro m the unilatera l idea that worship in ex ilic/post-
ex ilic times had consisted only in temple ceremonies, animal sacriti ce and occasional 
pilgrimages to Jerusalem. There were manifold rites and rituals even under the influ-
ence of exclusivistic thinking in terms of monotheism. Cf. Erhard S. Gerstenberger, 
Der billende Mensch (WMANT 51; Neukirchen-V Iuyn: Neukirebener Verlag, 1980); 
Yahweh 1he Patriarch (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1996), 55-66; and Theo/ogien 
im Allen Testament (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 200 I). The English translation is Theolo-
gies in 1he 0 /d Testament (Minneapo lis: Fortress; and Edinburgh: T&T C lark, 2002). 
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Relevant worship services comprised in the first place readings of old prophetic 
sayings announcing the evil ... , secondly contemporary prophetic utterances high-
lighting the actual situation by biting critiques or comforting words ... , and fin ally 
the psalm-like response ofthe congregation , referring to the preceding kerygma.27 
D. Psalms with no Apparent Connection with Their Context 
Only a very few relevant psalm-like texts seem to have been included in 
prophetic books, like erratic pieces of non-prophetic origin, or meteor-like 
material witnesses of another world. Closer investigation still may yield 
contextual ligatures, though. The items most frequently discussed over an 
extended period of time are those fragmented parts (?) of Y ahweh hymns 
found in the book of Amos (4:13; 5:8-9; 9:5-6; [Amos 8:8?]), the so-called 
doxological intrusions. They indeed have long puzzled exegetes, precisely 
for being so disconnected with their context.28 Be that as it may, the inclu-
sion of seemingly disconnected hyrnnic elements may constitute more evi-
dence for the possible cultic origin and use of "prophetic" books. In an or-
derly written theological treatise, sudden hymnic exclamations hardly seem 
to fit. 
V. Conclusions 
A. The Role and Setting ofPsalmic Texts in the Prophets 
Psalmic texts are integrated into the Book of the Twelve in a variety of 
ways. We have to describe the modalities and functions these passages or 
literary units are performing in their respective contexts. A frame of intro-
ductory and/or concluding formulas in the fashion of Psalm superscriptions 
suggests the availability of the text for liturgical ends. Such redactional su-
perscriptions are no mere literary dressing without meaning for the reader. 
27 
28 
Hans Walter Wolff, Micha (BKA T XIV/4; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirebener Verlag, 
1982), 194. 
Perhaps Kar! Budde ("Zur Geschichte des Buches Amos," BZA W 27 [1914] 63-77) 
was the first to focus on this phenomenon. Friedrich Horst ("Die Doxologien im 
Amosbuch," ZAW 47 (1929] 45-54) gave the frrst comprehensive treatrnent of the 
form. To him doxologies are customary responses of those accused of crimes. They 
have to admit their guilt, so that they may be sentenced. Cf. also Werner H. Schmidt, 
"Die deuteronomistische Redaktion des Amosbuches," ZA W 77 ( 1965) 168-73 ; 
Werner Berg, Die sogenannten Hymnenfragmente im Amosbuch (Frankfurt: Bemhard 
Lang, 1974); Klaus Koch, "Die Rolle der hymnischen Abschnitte in der Komposition 
des AmosBuches," ZA W 86 ( 1974) 504-37. Koch rejects Horst's interpretation, ar-
guing instead for each hymnic fragment's being a marker of a book division, which 
actually points back to some liturgical use of the texts (536). James L. Crenshaw 
(Hymnic Affirmalion of Divine Juslice [SBLDS 24; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1985] 
develops further Horst's position. 
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Instead, they contain real inforrnation about the use of the text in corrunw1al 
ceremonies, about which we may W1derstand little fTom our historical dis-
tance. Unframed, semi-autonomous psalmic texts may be equally conven-
ient pieces for worship services of the commW1ity. For a psalm-like text 
marked as in Habakkuk 3 and for most poems of the Psalter, one is hard 
pressed to imagine another than a liturgical purpose. Superscriptions con-
sisting of personal ascriptions and technical terms hardly serve the interests 
of individual readers. 29 
Communicative and interactive uses of psalmic texts in "prophetic" 
writings may hint at the possibility that it was not the prophetic texts that 
attracted liturgical elements. lnstead, cultic Situations may have produced 
prophetic pronoW1cements and literature. At least, it seems to me, all the 
traditional theories of (a) the authentic, historical men of God in the name 
of Y ahweh creating collections of oracles and proclamations, and (b) such 
collections migrating into the cultic memory are much less plausible. How 
and why would the voices of autonomous commW1icators of Yahweh's will, 
addressing themselves to very concrete and transient contemporary prob-
lems, be preserved over the centuries? It is much easier to imagine commu-
nities which - experiencing the pressures of the exilic/post-exilic age -
looked backwards to find some explanation and orientation for their daily 
Jives W1der the rule of Yahweh. They wanted to W1derstand their destiny at 
the hands of Babylonians and Persians. They knew or invented prophetic 
figures in the past that should have known beforehand the plans of God for 
his people, the fate of the monarchy, and the spiritual W1Certainties in a very 
pluralistic and hostile world. So whatever little inforrnation still was avail-
able of lsaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Twelve would be brought into the 
assemblies, discussed and actualized there. The processes of collecting tra-
ditions of the past, of joining their bits of the "prophetic" heritage together, 
of actualizing the older sayings and exhortations by creating new "pro-
phetic" proclamation were all interwoven as part and parcel of the san1e 
gradual compilation ofthe prophetic canon. 
Only the erratic variety of willfully interspersed psalms or fragments of 
psalms in an apparently psalm resi stant context could cause problems for 
our present tentative of interpretation. Why should later redactors place 
such texts into an alien context like "prophetic" discourse? The best expla-
nation, it seems to me, is the real worship situation in exilic and post-exilic 
Judah (or Diaspora, forthat matter). Perhaps congregations would respond 
29 To regard the Psalter (and the Prophets?) as private reading material has come into 
vogue in the past years . lt seems to me, however, that "the underlying concepts of 
writing and reading presuppose a modern literary society, which does not even exist in 
a ll countries of our world today. lnvestigations, e.g. in Latin America, show that less 
than I 0% ofthe populat ion read regularly. 
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to brutal announcements of doom by intoning hymns or staging complaint 
services. Hymn singing, in fact, can be a weapon against destruction and 
misery. Eulogizing the supreme power of God, the mighty benevolence of 
the Creator and Protector, all by itself may defeat the hateful powers or evil 
potencies. Thus, the Chronicler teils of military victory on account of hymn 
singing (2 Chron 20:21-22). And the legendary witnesses of Yahweh in 
Daniel 3, according to the Greek apocryphal tradition sing hymns in the 
midst of the "fire oven." Furthermore, hymnic passages may constitute part 
of complaint songs.3° For these reasons the fragmented hymn of Amos 
should not seem too strange to us. On the contrary, it could be another piece 
of evidence for the origin and transrnission of prophetic preaching, which 
solicits from the beginning communal response and participation. 
B. Reading Texts in Post-exilic Judah 
Textual analysis alone will not solve the enigmas in regard to prophetic tra-
dition and prophetic office. Readers of ancient texts will always bring with 
them culturally acquired paradigrns of ancient reality, which serve as back-
ground and matrix for the interpretation of individual texts. Thus our gen-
eral ideas of what prophecy and prophetic tradition was like will determine 
to a !arge extent the results of our exegetical endeavors. As indicated at the 
beginning of this paper there are numerous basic issues to be critically 
evaluated before we come to grips with the psalmic passages in the Book of 
the Twelve. Here are some of the underlying questions. What has been the 
significance of putting prophetic proclamation into writing? Millions of 
words of different mediators between God and hurnans certainly have not 
been preserved in any kind of document. Why and to which end were some 
ofthem frozen into letters? How have the ernerging written collections been 
used? Has there been already in Persian tim es a culture of reading books for 
private edification? If so, which parts of society were able to indulge in the 
luxury of buying and reading written documents? On the other hand, how 
can we visualize communities cultivating their own traditions in written 
form? The era of public libraries evidently began only in the Hellenistic pe-
riod .3 1 What kind of experts did they need to handle the written records? 
Quite naturally, leamed scribes were highly important, but also theologians 
and spiritual Ieaders of sorts who determined the quality and authenticity of 
the written words. 32 
3
° Cf. Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part One, 11-14. 
3 1 Cf. Philip R. Davies, Scribes and Schools (Louisville: Wesiminster John Knox, 1998), 
74-88; I 07-25. 8 
32 Cf. Joseph Blenkinsopp, Sage, Priest, Prophet (Louisville: Wesiminster John Knox, 
1995). 
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Of these the most critical issue is this: what was the purpose of the 
written tradition, on the one hand for the torah of Moses, and on the other 
hand for the ernerging prophetic canon? Can we claim the written word was 
destined principally for public recitation as in Neh 8:2-3 and - reduced to 
the royal court- Jer 36:4-26? If that has been the case, how much influence 
is to be attributed to the community of recipients of the words of God? In 
analogy to the "Gemeindebildung" (formulation of kerygma by the congre-
gation) in New Testament times, the authorship of "prophetic" words to a 
!arge extent may be located in that living process of communal expectation 
and the shaping of contemporary (early Jewish) liturgical agendas promoted 
by the scribal and theological elite. Thus, considerable parts of the prophetic 
"books" prove to be retro-projected compositions of the late community, 
rather than the "classical" prophetic authors mentioned in the superscrip-
tions.33 
If this assumption is plausible, we have to investigate primarily the liv-
ing conditions, theological outlooks and communitarian practices of the 
early Jewish community of the Persian epoch in order to understand cor-
rectly prophetic "books" and "writings." The life setting of prophetic words 
and psalms would not be " the book" as is sometimes erroneously claimed. 
Rather, written records of the congregations of believers in Y ahweh in Per-
sian times (beginning, as it were, under the dominance of the Babylonians) 
point to various worshipping rites in which written words were used, recited 
either from memory or by open and public reading. The people "told the 
scribe Ezra to bring the book of the law of Moses ... he read from it ... from 
33 The facts are quite obvious in case of the book of lsa iah. Cf. e.g. Otto Kaiser, Das 
Buch des Propheten Jesaja Kapitel 1- 2 (ATD 17; Göttingen: Vandenhceck & Ru-
precht, 1963); Uwe Becker, .Jesaja - von der Botschaft zum Buch (FRLANT 178, Göt-
tingen: Vandenhoeck, 1997). The facts are also clear for Jeremiah. Cf. e.g. Robert P. 
Carroll , Jeremiah. A Commentmy (OTL, London: SCM Press, 1989); Winfried Thiel , 
Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jer I - 25 I von Jer 26 - 45 (WMANT 41 and 
51: Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1973 I 1981 ); Kari-Friedrich Pohlmann, Die 
Ferne Go/les (BZA W 179; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1989). On Ezekiel, cf. e.g. Johan Lust 
(ed.), Ezekie/ and His Book (BETL 74 ; Leuven: University Press, 1986); Bernhard 
Lang, Ezechie/, Der Prophet und das Buch (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesell-
schaft, 1981 ). For Amos, cf. Werner H. Schmidt, "D ie deuteronomistische Redak-tion 
des Amosbuches," ZAW 77 (1965) 168 - 193 ; and Dirk U. Rottzo ll, Studien zur 
Redaktion und Komposition des Amosbuches (BZA W 243; Berlin : de Gruyter, 1996). 
On Hosea, cf. Hans-Walter Wolff, Hosea (2"d ed.; BKA T XIV/ I ; Neukirchen: Neu-
kirchen-Vluyn, 1965); Jörg Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea (ATD 2411; Göttingen: Van-
denhoeck, 1983). On Micah, cf. e.g. Ehud Ben Zvi, Micah (FOTL XXIB; Grand Rap-
ids: Eerdrnans, 2000); Kess ler, Micha. lt is strange, indeed, that many exegetes still ig-
nore the facts and start their investigations from the a lleged fountainhead, the historical 
prophet himself, instead of working ·backwards from the most productive, later com-
munities towards earlier layers oftradition. 
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early morning until midday ... " (Neh 8:1, 3). "Baruch wrote on a scroll at 
Jeremiah's dictation ... ", "you shall read the words of the Lord from the 
scroll that you have written at my dictation." (Jer 36:4, 6). " When Hilkiah 
gave the book to Shaphan he read it. ... Shaphan then read it aloud to the 
King." (2 Kings 22:8, 10). Moses "took the book of the covenant, and read 
it in the hearing of the people." (Exod 24:7). He "commanded them: Every 
seventh year ... you shall read this torah before Israel in their hearing." 
(Deut 31: I 0-11 ). Joshua "read all the words of the torah, blessings and 
curses, according to all that is written in the book of the torah ." (Josh 8:34). 
There are a good number of Deuteronomistic passages hinting at the written 
precepts of Yahweh put down by Moses and communicated by him. All of 
these references may be understood as reflections of exilic/post-exilic habits 
of reading aloud the words of Yahweh to the assembled congregation. This 
also implies that where we hear of "reading the Word" in Hebrew Scriptures 
it is public recitation, not private musing ( except in Deut 17: 18; Ps I :2?)34 
The recitation of Scripture by itself becomes a liturgical act, a scenario with 
the essential ingredients of authorized reader, scroll of torah, listening and 
responding community (which, by the way orders the scroll to be brought 
into the assembly; cf. Neh 8: I). 
C. Post-exilic Worship as the Sitz im Leben ofProphetic Literature 
Returning to the issue of psalms in the Twelve we may say that most schol-
ars probably agree that the bulk of "psalmic" passages in the prophetic 
canon (and particularly in the Book of the Twelve) does have some affinity 
to liturgical texts and outlooks. Few, however, will accept the idea that 
these cultic elements may be the "Leitfossil" of the whole prophetic Iitera-
ture and especially the Book of the Twelve. I should like to argue that way. 
The psalm-like parts may betray the formative matrix at least for the com-
pilation of the Book of the Twelve, and beyond this general frame they may 
hint at the enormously creative "Sitz im Leben" that brought forth a consid-
erable part of retrospective "prophetic" proclamation and other divinely in-
spired discourse. Unfortunately, we do not have much direct, authentic in-
formation about the early Jewish communities and their leadership as being 
active in writing prophecies under the disguise of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel 
and the Twelve. But all the Hebrew prophetic writings in their formative 
phases have been, as pointed out above, quite susceptible of becoming car-
34 Cf. F. L. Hossfeld and H. Lamberty-Zielinski, "qr '," ThWAT?, 133- 36: "The meaning 
"to read" for qr' is attested only from the exilic period onward .. .. " ( 134). " [P]ublic 
reading as part of covenant making acquired a cultic character ... " ( 135); F. L. Hoss-
feld and E. Reuter, "seper," ThWAT 5,932 - 944. 
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riers of contemporary theology and preaching. It is only from this perspec-
tive that prophetic books as a whole become really understandable. 
Prophetie speech in this regard becomes solidly grounded in community 
worship without the "classical" prophets becoming cultic functionaries. An 
additional, thorough investigation of speech forms (i .e. taking seriously 
congregational involvement in the production of prophetic books) in the 
Twelve and the bigger Three - I an1 thinking in particular of the frequent 
genres of "admonition" or "exhortation," "call for repentance," "ethical re-
flection," etc. - would without doubt greatly enhance the quest for a pri-
marily cultic origin of "prophetic" compositions and discourses. There are 
some indications in the Hebrew canon itself that such a model of "proph-
ecy" comes close to ancient reality . 
We should e.g. reconsider the famous relationship of Jeremiah to his 
personal scribe Baruch u.nder this angle. Ancient "prophetic" words and 
figures in fact need tobe transmitted to posterity by mediation of "scribes." 
Classical prophets did not write down their messages. Nor were they called 
nabi ' for that matter ( cf. I Sam 9:9). Baruch wrote down the words of God 
commu.nicated to Jeremiah and read them to the congregation, like court of-
ficials read the "prophetic" work to the king (cf. Jer 36). This beautiful and 
theologically most meaningful story, made up in Deuteronomistic circles, 
clearly depicts the mediation of the Word through written docu.mentation. 
The "words of Jeremiah" are put down faithfully to be recited to the people, 
so that it can "amend its ways and its doings" (cf. Jer 7:3). Mediation 
through letters and Iiterature is important. Therefore, the prophet is seen 
barred from the temple, in order that his (later) representative may commu-
nicate with the congregation. The destruction of the written Word is the 
imminent danger, not the possible demise of the prophet himself. Even the 
mediators ofthe Word of Jeremiah step into the background. The victorious 
writings prevail; they are victorious. The king may bu.m the first scroll , a 
new, enlarged editionwill appear immediately at Jeremiah's dictation, con-
taining all the speeches destroyed before, "and many similar words were 
added to them" (Jer 36:32). Of course, there is no explicit admission, that 
the mediators themselves enlarged some original collection of prophetic 
sayings. But everyone understanding the human genesis of sacred writings, 
and everyone who thoughtfully and attentatively reads our "prophetic" 
books . in the Hebrew Bible should be able to recognize the growth of pro-
phetic traditions. And the psalmic components indeed may Iead us to the 
sources of prophecy and nabi '-hood: the proper community of faith strug-
gling with its own past and for its identity and survival in turbulent times. 
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D. Hymns as lndicators ofthe Communal Authorship ofthe Prophets 
With good evidence at hand of (a) the growth and shaping of "prophetic" 
traditions to have taken place in exilic/post-exilic times and (b) the unifying 
concept of Y ahweh having sent in vain a whole series of prophets for the 
sake of his people to be a late systematization, we may finally compare the 
two approaches to prophetic literature, bearing in mind the Iead of the psal-
mic passages in the Book ofthe Twelve. 
The interpretation of prophetic texts in the past tried to start out from the 
historical person who communicated the will and verdict of Yahweh to his 
people in concrete historical moments of the life of Israel. Mentally starting 
from this point zero, the point of origin of individual texts, normally short 
sayings, modern exegetes tried to identify authentic messages and later, 
consecutive additions or modifications of these more or less divine words. 
Eventually, the main interpretative effort having cleared the very fountain-
head of prophetic activity, the various layers of subsequent interpretations 
and comments had to be analyzed and explained, down to the Masoretic 
fixation of the Hebrew writings and the ancient versions as weil as on 
through posterior theological debates in Jewish and Christian history of in-
terpretation. A complete exegesis of a given text would include, therefore, a 
painstaking scrutiny of its first utterance as weil as of its subsequent re-
workings, alterations in diction and meaning. If later additions, corrections, 
etc. had overgrown the original "prophetic" word, the modern interpreter 
would have to muster his or her sharp tools of historical-critical and form-
and social-critical research and cut back through the jungle of later inter-
pretations in order to get to the fountainhead ofthat overarchingly signifi-
cant first saying and its author. 
The presence of psalm-like texts in the prophetic canon, which may 
point to the late, community-bound matrix of all "prophetic" texts, alerts us 
to the possibility of a very different approach. What we do have in the He-
brew prophetic books, especially in the Twelve, are pieces of Iiterature 
probably going back to the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.E. We would have 
to take seriously the final shape and the late origin of these "prophetic" 
writings. First, the final literary product would have to be analyzed, includ-
ing a probe into the social, cultural, theological conditions under which the 
book or writing came about. The creative interests prevalent in the group 
which used a given prophetic book or compilation have to be investigated. 
No human being and no group of people can avoid, while designing for 
him- or itself relevant pictures of the past, to impose his/its own, contempo-
rary experiences on the older witnesses or interweave the bygone testimony 
with actual patterns of thinking and acting. This insight of everyone con-
structing the world in his or her own likeness is valid for biblical writers as 
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weil as for modern exegetes. In the case ofthe biblical tradition, the images 
of prophets and their messages as preserved in the Book of the Twelve to a 
very !arge extent are condensations of prophetic types and ro les, known 
and/or invented exactly in the period under discussion. Having established 
the profiles of the youngest layer of tradition in the final written "prophetic" 
document, we would go upstream in order to recognize more clearly the 
historical depths of"prophetic" transmissions. Who knows whether one day 
we may come to discover or reconstruct one or two authentic words of some 
historical prophetic figure? In the case of the Twelve it seems obvious that 
we hardly encounter any trustworthy information about the eponyms of 
those book.Jets which carry their names. 
Are the psalmic passages, then, misplaced in the Book of the Twelve? I 
trust that this is not the case. On the contrary, the psalm-like parts are not 
inserts at all in the fourth collection of "prophetic" words. They are treas-
ures of prayers and hymns all testifying to a vivid Israelite community life 
in Persian times; and they open our eyes as to the wondrous world of 
preachjng, teaching, debating theology, which must have gone on in many 
congregations of Yahwists within the small province of Judah as weil as in 
Diaspora situations abroad. 
